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Part – A (Answer all the questions) 

Q1.  Answer the following questions : multiple type or dash fill up type : (2 x 10) 
 a) What are the two parts of compilation?  
 b) Write down two compiler construction tools.  
 c) In LL(1) parsing LL stands for _____.  
 d) LEX is a _____.  
 e) In parsing leaf nodes are generally leveled by ____. terminal / non-terminal / 

Circle 
 

 f) SLR stands for _______.  
 g) A grammar ‘G’ which produces more than one parse tree for some 

productions is known as an Ambiguous Grammar. Right/Wrong 
 

 h) Define Stack.  
 i) Why loop unrolling is important?  
 j) DAG stands for Distinct Acyclic Graph. Right / Wrong   
    

Q2.  Answer the following questions : Short answer type : (2 x 10) 
 a) What do you mean by compilation? Explain.  
 b) Define the steps to calculate FIRST in LL(1).  
 c) Define parser.  
 d) Find the useful grammar from the following and draw the parse tree 

S → bsx / Xyxx  
Z → Dy / z 

 

 e) What is the difference between syntax and semantic error? Explain.   
 f) What is a Symbol table? Explain.  
 g) Define ambiguous grammar.  
 h) Define dead code elimination with an example.  
 i) What are the various data structures used in a symbol table?  
 j) What do you mean by handle pruning?  
    
  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  

Q3. a) Check whether the following grammar is LL(1) or not. 
S → aLaKarte/atP 
A → qRq 
D → tPta 
P → Uvr 

(10) 

 b) Explain the various phases of compilation. (5) 
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Q4. a) What do you mean by top down parsing? If a top down back tracking back 

tracking parser expand the following than check whether the parser succeds 
or not fr the input string w = acdb. 
S → aAb 
A → cAd/db 
A→ dDb 
D → bAC/ac 

(10) 

 b) What is the difference between LEX and FLEX? Explain. (5) 
    

Q5. a) Perform LR parsing for the following set of production and draw the equivalent 
DFA. 
S → CC 
C → cC 
C → d 

(10) 

 b) Consider the following grammar and obtain an equivalent grammar containing 
no useless grammar symbol. 
S → aB/bX 
A → Bad/bSX/q 
B → aSB/bBX 
X → SBD/aBx/ad 

(5) 

    
Q6. a) What is an activation record? What is its content? When it is created? Explain 

with an example. 
(10) 

 b) Explain the four touple of a Context Free Grammar with a suitable Example.  (5) 
    

Q7. a) What is the objective of intermediate code generation? Explain the three 
address code representation of Intermediate Code generation. 

(10) 

 b) What is the loop jamming and explain it pros and cons. (5) 
    

Q8. a) What is Code Generation ? Write down the steps involving good code 
generation. 

(10) 

 b) Explain in detail “Dead Code Elimination”. (5) 
    

Q9. a) Define DAG. Give the DAG representation of the following statements. 
(i) b + a = 1            (ii) c = x + y – z * y 

(10) 

 b) Write a short note on “YACC & BISON”. (5) 
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